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Abstract

Traditional MPTCP [RFC6824] requires that at least one node in a pair
should equipped more than one NIC, and this limits the deployment
[RFC6182] of MPTCP. This document proposes the VMPTCP (Virtual
Multi-Path TCP) and describes how to build TCP sub-connections in
VMPTCP among nodes with just one NIC.
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1. Introduction

There are multiple paths in Multi-path TCP [RFC6824]. To build more than one TCP sub-connections, MPTCP requires at least one node in the communication peer should be equipped with more than one NIC.

[RFC6356] describes the use of MPTCP for congestion control, [RFC6181] and [RFC6824] describe the TCP extensions for multipath operation with multiple addresses. The TCP connections, SYN and ACK messages, and the session key are carried in TCP.

However, this imposes restrictions on the deployment of MPTCP:

- A node equipped with just one NIC cannot benefit from MPTCP, and it is expensive to embed extra NICs to network elements.
- MPTCP works as a one-to-one manner.
- The I/O resources on the NIC are reserved for a particular transmission. This results in less efficient bandwidth usage.

This document describes how to build virtualized TCP sub-connections among multiple single-NIC network elements. The main advantages of using VMPTCP in traditional network environment are as follows:
o No inherent restrictions on the nodes, and every node (even with one single NIC) can adopt VMPTCP to accelerate its processing

o No modification on the state-of-the-art commercial devices or network architecture

o It allows more than two participants in one VMPTCP connection, so more efficient I/O usage is possible

o Faster data transmission, more flexible connection establishment and better user experience through higher throughput

o High resilience to network failure

Taking these interface limitations into consideration like [RFC6879], [RFC6181] and [RFC7430] post the threat analysis and possible fixes for multipath TCP.

Note that the virtual multipath TCP has no extra requirements on specific communication peers, network elements with just one NIC can also benefit from multipath. The data transmission and connection establishment are not limited to two peers any more, and multiple nodes can participate in one VMPTCP. This makes high resource utilization on each node and improves application performance.

The architecture which is described in this document can be implemented without any modifications on the state-of-the-art commercial devices or network architecture. For a single-path TCP connection between two single-NIC communication peers, if the transmission on this link cannot satisfy application requirements, VMPTCP allows other peers to join in. VMPTCP builds TCP sub-connections between the destination nodes and the newcome nodes, and these sub-connections would serve for applications together with the origin connection.

2. Terminology

Terminology defined in [RFC6181] and [RFC6824] is used extensively throughout this document.

Virtual TCP sub-connection: As there are more than one source for a particular data transmission, multiple source-destination address pairs coexist, and there is one connection between each source-destination pair. Each connection is a sub-connection and is responsible to transfer part of the required data.
3. An application of VMPTCP in wireless LAN

As shown in Figure 1, the wireless LAN consists of five nodes: Host 1, Host 2, Host 3, Destination and AP (Access Point). Note that these nodes are not necessarily required to be equipped with more than one NIC. One existing example is that when the destination node wants to download a data replica, the AP assign data sources for this download action according to VMPTCP. The advantages of VMPTCP is the multiple optional sources, and the connections establish process is also described below.
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The numbers corresponding to each of the flows are described in more detail below.

Figure 1: VMPTCP with Multiple Sources

3.1. Sub-connection 1: The first connection

This is the main connection that is established between two hosts by IP address and port.

The establishment of this link should go through TCP three-way handshake and the 64-bit session key exchange. In the TCP segment, MPTCP uses MP_CAPABLE MP_JOIN and some other subtype fields under the "MPTCP Option Subtypes" [RFC6824]. Then Host 2 and the destination node generate a shared 32-bit hash key, thus, the two nodes have received acknowledgement of this connection.

Note that Host 2 just has one NIC, so it cannot establish extra
paths using MPTCP.

3.2. Sub-connection 2 and 3: The joint connection

In the traditional protocols, this download action can only be executed between Host 2 and the destination node. Although there are extra I/O resources in the peers, MPTCP cannot work here due to the NIC limitation.

To fully use the I/O and bandwidth resources, VMPTCP allows other hosts to join in the transmission. Note that Host 1 (or 3) has a different IP and mac from Host 2.

The sub-connection between Host 1 (or 3) still use TCP SYN segment in MPTCP protocol to generate traffic. It obtains that shared 32-bit hash key from AP and write it to the MP_JOIN segment, making it associated with the origin connection (sub-connection 1).

3.3. Merge flows from multiple sub-connections together

Once connection establishments are successfully completed, data transmission traffic would be auto adjusted among these sub-connections. Each sub-connection between host peers acts as one flow in MPTCP, and each source node (Host 1, 2, 3) acts as one NIC in the source node in the traditional MPTCP concept.

There is a data sequence number and an acknowledgment number in MPTCP [RFC6824] option field, so the destination node can keep the received data in the original order and revert to the origin data.

4. Security Considerations

Security considerations in [RFC6824] are also relevant here.

As the connection establishment process in VMPTCP is the same as that in traditional MPTCP, each host should provide the secret key to join the multipath transmission.

In some cases, some malicious nodes would try to join the multipath transmission, so the AP in VMPTCP should deploy encryption algorithm to make node identification before sending the encrypted communication key to the node.

5. Dynamics Considerations

Dynamic considerations in [RFC6824] are also relevant here. The traffic on these multiple sub-connections can be adjusted adaptively according to the MPTCP.
5.1. Node failure

In some wireless situations, nodes could move out of the communication range, breaking the connection. In this case, the AP would recalculate the residual completion time of that transmission, if the completion time exceeds the transmission deadline and there is still unused resources on the destination node, the AP will assign other source nodes to this download action.

In sparticular, the newly assigned source-destination peer would join in the VMPTCP by establishing a new sub-connection. This process follows the above "joint connection" procedure.

The dynamic model that is described in this document brings an additional calculation requirement to AP: It should maintain state information for all established connections. This is an extra overhead than traditional MPTCP, but ensures the high transmission efficiency.

6. IANA Considerations

This document does not include an IANA request.
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